RULE BOOK
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INTRODUCTION
The new development is ready and you and your neighbours can finally move into your lovely
new homes. The kitchens are sparkling, but the gardens are bare. Over the fence, you brag about
your greenfingers and instantly a ‘friendly’ competition is afoot. Compete with your neighbours
to create the best garden and be crowned head gardener.

HOW TO PLAY VIDEO
www.thedarkimp.com/games/gnomegrown

2 - 4 players

45 - 60 mins

COMPONENTS
4 Turn Order
Markers

26 Ground Tiles:

5 Rockeries

6 Ponds

7 Veg Patches

8 Flowerbeds

28 Feature Tiles:

5 Statues

6 Birdhouses

12 Discs (3 of each colour)

8 Benches

32 Animal Tiles:

6 Owls

7 Hedgehogs 9 Rabbits

50 Ladybirds

9 Fountains

8 Extra
Turn Markers
(2 of each colour)
10 Ducks
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4 Turn
Advantage
Imps

Gnome

Action Selection Board

64 Objective Cards

Gnome Track
4 Player Aids

Start
Here

End
Here

4 Garden Boards
Potting Shed

Extra Gnome
(just for fun)
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SET UP
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•

Give each player a garden board 1 and a player aid 2 .

•

Shuffle the objective cards and deal three to each player 3 . Players keep these cards
secret. Place the rest of the deck face down in reach of all players 4 .

•

Shuffle the animal tiles and place 9 of them face down in a 3 x 3 grid 5 . Place the
remaining animal tiles in a face down pile next to the grid 6 .

•

Shuffle the feature tiles and place 18 face up, in three rows of six cards 7 . Each card can
overlap with the others in its row. Players need to be able to see the colours of all cards in
the row. Place the remaining feature tiles in a face down pile next to the rows 8 .

•

Shuffle the ground tiles and place 4 face up in a line 9 . Place the remaining ground tiles in
a face down pile next to the line 10 .

•

Place the action selection board 11 in reach of all players.

•

Give four ladybirds to each player 12 . Place the same number of ladybirds as there are
players in the game on the “Take all ladybirds” space on the action selection board 13 . For
example, in a 3-player game, place 3 ladybirds on this space. Place the remaining ladybirds
in reach of all players 14 .

•

Place the gnome track 15 next to the action selection board with the gnome 16 on the
starting space.

•

Give each player the discs 17 of the colour that matches her garden board. In a 2 or
3-player game, players take all three discs of their colour. In a 4-player game, players take
two discs each and return the remaining 4 discs to the box.

•

Place one turn advantage imp on the “Take turn advantage” space on the action selection
board 18 . Place the remaining turn advantage imps in reach of all players 19 .

•

Place the extra turn markers 20 in reach of all players.

•

In a 3-player game, remove turn order marker 4 and place it back in the box. In a 2-player
game, remove turn order markers 3 and 4 and place them back in the box. Shuffle the
remaining turn order markers and give one to each player face up and at random 21 . The
player with turn order marker 1 will be the starting player.

OBJECT OF THE GAME
Upgrade and beautify your garden by landscaping, adding features and attracting animals. Collect
sets of tiles and complete personal objectives within sections of the garden to score points. The
player with the most points at the end of the game wins.
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GAME STRUCTURE
The game is played over a number of rounds. Each round has four phases.
PHASE 1: RESETTING
PHASE 2: BIDDING
PHASE 3: SELECTION
PHASE 4: EXECUTION
ROUND 1
In Round 1, skip the resetting and bidding phases. Round 1 starts with the selection phase.
Turn order for the selection phase in Round 1 is determined by the randomly assigned
turn order markers.

HOW TO PLAY: ON EACH ROUND
PHASE 1: RESETTING
•
•
•

Move the gnome one space along the gnome track.
Place the same number of ladybirds as there are players in the game on the ‘Take all
ladybirds’ space on the action selection board. For example, in a 3-player game, place 3
ladybirds on this space.
If the ‘Take turn advantage’ space on the action selection board is empty, place a turn
advantage imp there.

PHASE 2: BIDDING
The outcome of this phase determines turn order.

•

•
•
•
•

Players form their bids. A player’s bid is comprised of the turn order marker they acquired in
the previous round, a number of ladybirds and possibly, a turn advantage imp. Players are
not required to bid ladybirds or turn advantage imps, even if they have them available, but
all bids must contain the turn markers.
• Each turn order marker is worth the number indicated on it.
• Each ladybird is worth 1 point.
• Each turn advantage imp is worth 5 points.
Each player leaves her turn order marker face up on the table, but places the rest of her bid
into her hand, concealed. When all players are ready, bids are revealed.
Each player’s bid is totalled.
The player with the highest bid takes turn order marker 1, the player with the second
highest takes turn order marker 2 and so on.
In the case of a tie, the player with the highest value turn order marker wins (for example,
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•

turn order marker 3 beats turn order marker 2).
Any ladybirds that have been used within bids are placed on the ‘Potting Shed’ space on
the action selection board. Any turn advantage imps that have been used within bids are
placed back in the general supply.

Please see the bidding example in the box below.

Bidding Example

Purple

Yellow

Turn advantage
5
imp
points

1 ladybird

Blue

Red

1 point

2 ladybirds 2 points

3 ladybirds 3 points

Turn order
marker 3

3 points

Turn order 4 points
marker 4

Turn order 2 points
marker 2

Turn order 1 point
marker 1

Total bid

8 points

Total bid

Total bid

Total bid

5 points

4 points

4 points

Results of bidding
1st place: Purple
(takes turn order
marker 1)

2nd place: Yellow
(takes turn order
marker 2)

3rd place: Blue*
(takes turn order
marker 3)

4th place: Red*
(takes turn order
marker 4)

*Tie-break
Red and blue both have the same bid. But blue bids the higher turn order marker.
Blue wins the tie-break.

PHASE 3: SELECTION
Players select the actions they wish to take.

•
•
•
•

The first player (holding turn order marker 1) places her disc on the space of her choice on
the action selection board. The player claims this action, preventing further players from
taking the same action.
The second player then places her first disc on a space on the action selection board. She
is followed by subsequent players in the turn order that has been determined.
When each player has placed her first disc, the first player then places her second disc.
Subsequent players follow suit. In 2 and 3-player games each player then places her 3rd
disc in the same order.
If a player wishes to place her disc on a space that has already been claimed by another
player, she may choose to offer her opponent a bribe in order to be allowed to share the
space. A bribe could consist of ladybirds, a turn advantage imp or extra turn markers.
The bribe should be shown secretly. A player that is being bribed may decide whether or
not to accept the bribe and share the space, or refuse and prevent the other player from
joining her. If she does not accept the offer, the bribe is retained by the briber, who must
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•
•

•

select another space to place her disc on. Each space may hold a maximum of two discs.
A player may not select the same action that she herself has already selected during this
round.
If there are two players occupying the same action, both players will be allowed to take the
action fully. Turn order will still apply.
When taking animal tiles, a player may receive an extra turn marker as a bonus. These
extra turn markers can be used during the selection phase. If a player wishes to use an
extra turn marker, she does so after all discs have been placed. The extra turn marker
is either placed on an empty available action, or the player makes an offer to join a space
that has been taken, as before. A player is limited to using just one extra turn marker in a
round.
A player may not select the “Trigger end-game” action unless she has fully completed four
objective cards. These objective cards can be revealed or held hidden in any combination.
A player is under no obligation to end the game when she has fully completed four
objective cards, but she is able to do so if she wishes. When a player selects this action, the
current round will be the final one.

PHASE 4: EXECUTION
Players complete their actions.

•
•
•

The first player executes all her chosen actions. She may choose to do them in any order.
After completing each action, she removes the relevant disc from the action selection
board.
When the first player has completed all available actions, the second player then executes
all her actions and so on.
If the game-end conditions have not been met when all actions have been executed, return
to the resetting phase and begin a new round.

POSSIBLE ACTIONS
Take a face up ground tile: The player takes one of the four available face up ground tiles and
places it in her garden. She fills the vacated tile space with a tile from the top of the stack immediately.
Ground tiles must be placed in the garden immediately and cannot be subsequently moved.
Take top face down ground tile: The player takes the ground tile from the top of the face down pile
and immediately places it in her garden.
Change ground tiles and take one: The player removes all four face up ground tiles and places
them in a discard pile to be reused if the draw stack runs out. The player then reveals four new ground
tiles and takes one.
Take turn advantage: The player takes the turn advantage imp from the ‘Take turn advantage’
space. The imp can be used within the bidding phase of any future round and will add 5 points to the
player’s bid. An individual player may not hold more than one turn advantage imp at any time.
Draw three objectives and take one: The player looks at the top three objective cards from the
face down pile. She then chooses one to take and places the others face up on the discard pile in any
order. There is no limit to the number of objective cards a player may hold.
•

Objective cards indicate the required combination of ground tile, feature tile and animal tile
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•

•

•

•

that must appear in a single section of
Objective Cards
the garden in order to achieve victory
Number of ladybirds
points. Sections of the garden are
received when revealing
separated by white fences on the garden
Required
a fully completed
boards.
animal tile
objective card
If a player manages to place two of the
Victory points for
three tiles shown on an objective card
Required
completing all three
within a single section of her garden, feature tile
requirements
she will earn the lower value of victory
Victory points for
points at the end of the game.
Required
completing two of
If a player manages to place all three ground tile
the three
tiles shown on an objective card within
requirements
a single section of her garden, she will
earn the higher value of victory points at
the end of the game. This is a fully completed objective card.
A player may decide to reveal a fully completed objective card at any point. If she does, she claims
an instant bonus of the number of ladybirds indicated in the top right of the card. Revealed
objective cards must stay on the table, face up. Players do not have to reveal completed objective
cards if they prefer not to. No ladybird bonus is obtained for revealing completed objective cards
at the end of the game.
See the “Objective Cards” box to the right.

Take the objective at the top of the discard pile: The player takes the top face up objective card
from the top of the discard pile in any order.
Refill the grid and look at three animals: The player refills any spaces in the 3 x 3 animal tile grid
with new face down tiles from the top of the animal tile draw stack. Then she may secretly look at three
animal tiles one by one. Once the player has looked, she must replace each tile in the same position.”
Take one animal: The player selects an animal tile from the grid of tiles and reveals it. Some cards
come with an instant bonus. The space is immediately filled
with an animal tile from the draw stack.
Animal Card Instant Bonuses
•

If any ladybirds appear on the card, the player takes the
number of ladybirds indicated.
•
If the card contains a +1, the player takes 1 additional
animal tile from the face down stack of tiles. If the card
contains a +2, she takes 2 additional animal tiles from
the face down stack of tiles.
•
If the card contains a bonus icon
, the player takes
an extra turn marker, which can be used during the
selection phase of a future round. If there are no more
extra turn markers of the player’s colour available, she
must instead give an available extra turn marker of a
different colour to the relevant player.
•
See the “Animal Card Instant Bonuses” box to the right.
NB: If a bonus animal is taken, any instant bonuses on this new
animal are not activated.

Take the number
of bonus animals
indicated from the
top of the face down
animal pile

Take the number
of ladybirds
depicted from
the general supply

Take an
extra turn
marker

Pay the gnome for an animal: The player pays the current
gnome rate, as indicated on the gnome track, to take one
animal tile from the grid of tiles. The ladybirds used to pay the gnome are placed in the potting shed.
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Take a feature: The player takes one of the three features tiles which are available at the top of
each feature stack and places it in her garden. When a stack contains only two feature tiles, this stack
is removed and replaced with a new set of six feature tiles.
Move three features: The player may move three feature tiles. Feature tiles are always moved
from the top of one stack to the bottom of the same stack. She may split the three moves over the
three stacks as she wishes. The player is not allowed to move feature tiles from the middle of a stack.
The player is not allowed to take any of the feature tiles. See the “Moving Features” box below, for an
example.

Moving Features
Stack 1

Stack 1

Stack 1

Stack 2

Stack 2

Stack 2

Stack 3

Stack 3

Set up of
feature stacks
prior to move.

Stack 3

Player moves
one feature from
stack 1 and two features
from stack 2.

Player places
moved features
at the back of
the relevant stacks.

Pay the gnome to move two features and take one: The player pays the current gnome rate, as
indicated on the gnome track, to move two feature tiles (see the ‘Move three features’ action for
movement rules) and then take one feature tile, which is available at the top of one of the feature
stacks. The ladybirds used to pay the gnome are placed in the potting shed.
Take ladybirds from the Potting Shed: The player takes a number of ladybirds from the potting
shed equal to the current gnome rate, as indicated on the gnome track. If there are insufficient ladybirds
in the potting shed, the player takes as many as she can.
Take all ladybirds: The player takes all the ladybirds available on the ‘Take all ladybirds’ space.
Trigger end-game: A player may not select this action unless she has fully completed four objective
cards. These objective cards can be revealed or held hidden in any combination. A player is under no
obligation to select this action when she has fully completed four objective cards, but she is able to do
so if she wishes. When a player selects this action, the current round will be the final one.

ANY TIME ACTION
At any point, a player may reveal a fully completed objective card. If she does, she receives the
number of ladybirds printed in the top right of the card as an instant bonus.
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TILE PLACEMENT
Whenever a ground tile, feature tile or animal tile is taken, it must be placed in the player’s
garden immediately and cannot subsequently be moved. Animal tiles sit on a single square.
Feature tiles straddle two squares. Ground tiles straddle four squares. Feature tiles and
ground tiles may straddle sections of the garden. See the “Scoring” section for an example of
tile placement in a garden.

END GAME
There are three possible ways for the game to end.
1.

A player selects the ‘Trigger End Game’ action.
When a player selects the ‘Trigger end game’ action, this signals the current round will be
the last round. During the execution phase of this final round, players may choose to take a
single ladybird instead of executing any single action.

2.

The gnome reaches the end of the gnome track.
When the gnome reaches the end of the gnome track during a resetting phase, this signals
the current round will be the last round.

3.

A garden is full.
When a player fills the last square in her garden during an execution phase, this signals the
current round will be the last round.

SCORING
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Players score points for completed objective cards. For each objective card where the
ground tile, feature tile and animal tile are all present within one section of the garden,
the higher value on the objective card is scored. Players score the lower value if only two
of the three tiles are present within one section of the garden. Sections of the garden are
separated by white fences on the garden boards. Players may only score each objective
card once, regardless of how many sections of the garden the objective has been completed
within.
Landscaping Bonus: A player scores 5 bonus points if her garden contains three of the four
ground tiles.
Feature Bonus: A player scores 5 bonus points if her garden contains all four feature tiles.
Animal Bonus: A player scores 5 bonus points if her garden contains all four animal tiles.
Objective Bonus: A player scores 10 points if she has a fully completed objective card in
every section of her garden.
Full Garden Bonus: A player scores 10 bonus points if her garden is completely full.
The player with the most points is the winner. In the case of a tie, the player with the most
ladybirds wins.
Scoring bonuses are also shown on the player aids.
See the “Scoring Example” on the back page.
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Scoring Example
Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4
When the game ends, one player has the garden board shown above and the objective cards shown below.

Card 1

Card 2

Card 3

Card 4

Card 5

Card 6

Fully
completed
in Section 1

Partially
completed
in Section 3

Fully
completed
in Section 3

Partially
completed
in Section 4

Fully
completed
in Section 1

Not
completed

5 Points

4 Points

9 Points

3 Points

7 Points

0 Points

Score
Objective Cards = 28 points

Animal Bonus = 5 points

Game Designer: Ellie Dix
Artist: Anastasia Cartovenco
Graphic Design: Marina Tsareva

Total Score = 33 points

Published by The Dark Imp
TheDarkImp.com
hello@thedarkimp.com
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